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The Polyakov path integral in string theory is a beautiful perturbation expan-

sion, with many deep and elegant mathematical properties. But it is nevertheless

a perturbation expansion, and over the past few years it has become increasingly

evident that we do not know the underlying theory it is an expansion for. Not too

long ago, this did not seem to be a very urgent problem: there was no shortage of

interesting questions which could be addressed perturbatively. As those questions

have been answered, however, nonperturbative issues have become increasingly im-

portant. In particulars the properties which characterize realistic models — the

particle content, coupling strengths, etc. — depend on the choice of vacuum, which

can only be determined nonperturbatively.

On a more philosophical level, we do not yet have a simple underlying princi-

ple or geometrical picture to provide a foundation for string theory. Unlike general

relativity, in which spacetime and gravity are unified, string theory describes ob-

jects propagating in a prescribed background. The background is not arbitrary —

consistent string propagation provides strong constraints — but neither is it fully

unified with the string.

This ie not a happy situation, and much work has gone into developing a

nonperturbative string theory. The resulting efforts fall into two general categories

The first, "top down," approach looks for basic principles which might underlie

such a theory. Work on the geometry of loop space, the study of topological

quantum field theories, and the search for general symmetries of string field theory

are inspired by this approach

The second, "bottom up," approach looks more directly for elements of pertur-

bation theory which can be extended to a nonperturbative theory The attempt to

systematize and classify conformal field theories, which are candidate string vacua,

falls in this category. So does the study of "sewing," that is, the effort to construct

Polyakov amplitudes for complicated world sheets from simple building blocks

These lectures will deal with the current status of the sewing problem. The

rationale for this approach is that any monperturbative string theory must repro



duce the Pol>»i.ov path integral as a perturbation series. If our experience in

ordinary field theory is a guide — and admittedly it may not be — the terin&

in such a perturbation series, like Feynman diagrams, are likely to be built up

from simple "vertices" and "propagators," which can themselves be represented as

(off-shell) Polyakov amplitudes. Hence an understanding of how to put together

simple components into more complicated world sheet amplitudes is likely to give

us much-needed information about the structure of nonperturbative string theory.

To understand sewing, we must first understand the building blocks, off-shell

Polyakov amplitudes. This is the subject of my first lecture. Next we will explore

the sewing of conformal field theories at a fixed conformal structure, that is, the

reconstruction of correlation functions for a fixed surface S from those on a pair of

surfaces H\ and Ej obtained by cutting E along a closed curve. We will then look

at the problem of sewing amplitudes, integrals of correlation functions over moduli

space. This will necessitate an understanding of how to build the moduli space of

a complicated surface from simpler moduli spaces. Finally, we will briefly examine

vertices and string field theories.

Much of the work reported here was done in collaboration with various com-

binations of Steven Blau, Minot Clements, and Stephen and Vincent Delia Pietra

[1-6]. The idea of sewing is an old one, dating back to work by Bardakci, Halpern,

and Shapiro [7] in the early days of string theory. In the newer incarnation of

string theory, a number of authors have done related work, among them Morozov

and Rosly [8-10], Sonoda [11], Ohrndorf [12-14], and many others; there are also

connections to the "operator sewing" of Vafa et al. [15-16]. I will restrict my

attention in these lectures to the closed oriented bosonic string; for the beginnings

of an extension to the superstring, see [17] and [18].



1. Bordered Surfaces and OfF-Sbeii String Amplitudes

To understand how to build up complicated Polyakov amplitudes from sim-

ple pieces, we must first understand the pieces, path integral for surfaces with

boundaries. The idea that such path integrals can be interpreted as off-shell string

amplitudes is an old one, dating back to the pioneering paper of Cohen, Moore,

Nelson, and Polchinski [19], who calculated the amplitude for the surface with the

topology of a cylinder and showed that it could be understood as the tree level

string propagator. Progress in understanding more complicated amplitudes has

been slow, however, in part because of technical difficulties (now largely solved)

and in part because of problems in interpreting the boundary parameterizations

necessary to calculate the path integral.

1.1= T H E POLYAKOV PATH INTEGRAL

The action for the closed oriented bosonic string is

(1.1)

£

where £ is an oriented surface with boundary dT> and Riemannian metric g. The

Polyakov path integral is*

Vol(Dtff x Weyl) ( L 2 )

where Vol(Diff x Weyl) is the volume of the symmetry group of S, the group

of diffeomorphisms and Weyl transformations, and the path integral is over all

configurations with fixed boundary values X\g£ = X. More precisely, to fix tlie

* See [20] for an introduction to the path integral.



boundary v<ilues of A', we must choose a parameterization V : S1 —* dT> for each

component of 9S, and set

X\az = XoV'1 (1.3)

The Polyakov amplitude thus depends on both X and V. The dependence on V

is crucial; we will return to this point later.

As in the case of the path integral for a surface without boundaries, the integral

over metrics in (1.2) can be split into an integral over diffeomorphisms and Weyl

transformations and an integral over the moduli space

M(E) = Metrics/Diff x Weyl = T(E)/G(E) (1.4)

where T(E) is the Teichmuller space of S and G(£) is the mapping class group

(see section 1.3). As usual, there is a Jacobian (or Faddeev-Popov determinant)

proportional to (det P^P)*, where P is the differential operator which takes vectors

to symmetric traceless tensors,

(Pv)°* = V V + V V - -gahVev
c (1.5)

The integration over diffeomorphisms and Weyl transformations then cancels the

volume Vo\{Diff x Weyl) in (12), leaving an integral over M(E) with a measure

dfi(M) which can be written in terms of quadratic and Beltrami differentials on S.

(In the constant negative curvature gauge, dfi(M) is the Weil-Petersson measure

[I]-)

As in the case of a closed surface, we can write the Jacobian (det P^P)-* as a

ghost path integral,

J[db}[dc}exP{J^bab(PcTh} (1.6)
E

The only new feature when E has boundaries is that we must now specify bound-

ary conditions for b and c. The appropriate set of boundary conditions was first



proposed by Alvarez [21 J-

bnt = cn = 0 (17)

where n and t denote normal and tangent components at 91!. These conditions can

be most easily understood as arising from the fact the difFeomorphisms must map

dH to itself. The ghost c comes from the generator of infinitesimal diffeomorphisms,

and the condition cn = 0 means that infinitesimal deformations of the boundary

are tangent to the boundary; bnt = 0 is the adjoint boundary condition, in a sense

that will be discussed in the next lecture.

Returning to the amplitude (1.2)> we can now perform the X integral since

the action is quadratic in X. The procedure is standard: we shift X by the classical

solution Xtf, where

= 0
(1-8)

Then S\X) = S[Xee) + S[T], where Y\d% = 0s and the Y integral simply gives the

determinant of the Laplacian A with Diricnlet boundary conditions. Combining

this result with the Jacobian (det P^P)*, we find

J X) (1.9)

where

); X) =

is the . iyakov measure and Stf is the classical actiorij

Sei[XoV] = SiXct] = i fdx j'dx'XoV{x)dndn'G(xtx')XoV(x') (1 11)

v/ith G{x,xi) the Dirichlet Greens function for E.



1.2. DETERMINANTS

To make sense of (1.9), we must understand the integrand — the determinants

and Greens function — and the region of integration — the moduli space for a

bordered surface. Let us begin with the integrand.

Much progress has been made over the past few years in understanding the

corresponding determinants on closed surfaces (see for instance [22]); as Morozov

has explained at this school, these can be written in terms of simple geometric

quantities such as the prime form and Abelian differentials. To extend these results

to bordered surfaces, we can make use of techniques, first suggested by Lovelace

[23], based on the existence of a closed double S for the surface E. The double E

of an arbitrary surface with boundary E is formed by gluing together two copies of

E along their common boundaries. While a metric on S will not ordinarily extend

smoothly to E, any metric on S is conformal to one which extends smoothly; that

is, any complex structure on S extends to the double.

The double E thus consists of two copies of E, together with an involution

/: E —* E which sends a point on one copy to the corresponding point on the

other. The fixed points of / are boundary curves of S, and one can write E = E / / .

The fundamental characteristic of / is that it is anticonformal, that is, that it

anticommutes with the complex structure:

hJ = -Jh (1.12)

As a consequence, / behaves nicely with respect to differential operators on E ; for

example,

Geometrical objects on E, such as eigenfunctions of differential operators, thus

break up naturally into pieces even and odd under / . As we shall see, this makes

it possible to write determinants on E in terms of corresponding determinants on



S. But S is a closed surface, for which such determinants have simple expressions>

so such a construction goes a long way towards allowing us to understand the

integrand in (1.9).

Consider first the ghost determinant (det P^P)^. Under the involution / , the

eigenspace of P^P splits into even and odd subspaces. It is not hard to see that

the even subspace consists of eigenvectors whose normal components vanish and

whose tangent components have vanishing normal derivatives at &£>. But these

conditions are precisely the boundary conditions (1.7). Hence, writing (P^P)^ —

\{\ ± I,)P+P(1 ± h), we have

dct(P*P)z = det(P*P)± (L14)

At the same time, the complex structure J maps even vectors into odd vectors:

by (1.12), if I*v = v, then I*{Jv) = —Jv. This means that the even and odd

eigenspaces of (P^P)^ are isomorphic, and that the determinants of

equal. But it is dear that det(P^P)^ = det(P*P)±det(PiP)^. Hence

For the scalar determinant (det A), the situation is somewhat more compli-

cated. An eigenfunction of A on £ which is odd under / now corresponds to an

eigenfunction on £ which vanishes on the boundary, i.e., a Dirichiet eigenfunction,

while an eigenfunction on E which is even under I corresponds to a Neumann

eigenfunction on S. But in contrast with the ghosts, the complex structure J has

no natural action on scalars, and the even and odd eigenspaces of A are not iso-

morphic. Nevertheless, it is possible to relate det A + and det A~, for instance by

examining the dependence of their ratio on the moduli of S. It can then be shown

that

/A* A-N . R_h ^ ^

where R can be calculated in terms of the even and odd parts of the period matrix



of S [1,6,8].

The remaining geometrical elements of the integrand of (1.9)— the Greens

function in S^ and the measure dfi(Ai) — can also be expressed in terms of

quantities on the double £. Details are given in [1]; the same results are discovered

by different methods in [8-9] and [24]*

To make sense of (1.9), however, it is not sufficient to understand the integrand:

we must also know the region of integration. We now turn to this question.

1.3. MODULI SPACES

Let us first recall a few definitions. Let S be a topological two-manifold, with or

without boundary. Denote by Diff(E) the group of diffeomorphisms of S, and by

Diffo(E) the subgroup of diffeomorphisms which are isotopic to the identity. The

mapping class group G(£) is the quotient space Diff(H)/Diff0CS) of equivalence

classes of diffeomorphisms which cannot be smoothly deformed to the identity.

G(£) is generated by Dehn twists, diffeomorphisms induced by cutting I! along a

closed curve, twisting one boundary by 2ir, and rejoining the two boundaries.

The (reduced) Teichmuller space T(£) is the quotient of the space of Rieman-

nian metrics on £ by Diffo(2) x Wey/(£), where Weyl{H) is the groap of Weyl

transformations g —* e*g. The moduli space Af (£) is the quotient of the space of

metrics by the full group Diff(E) x Weyl{L), including the mapping class group,

so ,M(£) = T(£)/G(£) . In general, Teichmuller space has a simple structure

— if S is of genus g with 6 boundary components and n punctures, T(£) is a

(6g — 6 + 2n + 36)-dimensional ball — while moduli space is much more compli-

cated. But in string theory, it is moduli space rather than Teichmuller space that

occurs naturally: the action is invariant under all diffeomorphisms, not only those

which can be deformed to the identity.

• An error in [1] is discussed in [25]; the final results are not affected, however.



To understand the moduli spaces of bordered surfaces, let us begin with a

simple example, the cylinder, whose double is the torus The moduli space of the

torus is well known: it is the "keyhole" region shown in Figure 1 The moduli

space of the cylinder, on the other hand, is the entire positive imaginary axis (it is

determined by one parameter, the length of the cylinder), and it is not a subspace

of the moduli space of the torus. What has happened is that the torus' mapping

class group is too large — it includes elements which are not in the mapping class

group of the cylinder — so its moduli space is too small.

The Teichmuller space of the torus, on the other hand, is the entire upper half

plane, and the Teichmuller space of the cylinder — again, the positive imaginary

axis — is now a subspace. This subspace has a simple description. The Teichmuller

space of the torus inherits an involution, r *-* —f, from the involution / , and the

Teichmuller space of the cylinder is precisely the fixed point set of this involution.

It follows from the work of Earle [26] and Sepala [27] that this description gener-

alizes to an arbitrary surface. The Teichmuller space of any bordered surface £

is precisely the fixed point set of the Teichmuller space of its double S under the

action of the involution

J^-hoJoh (1-17)

where J is the complex structure of S, and thus parameterizes T*(S).

As in the case of the cylinder, to obtain the correct region of integration in

(1.9), one must still take the quotient of this fixed point set by the action of the

mapping class group G(£), which can be viewed as a subgroup of C?(S). This

can be difficult to do in practice. Up to this complication, however, we have now

succeeded in expressing the entire path integral for £ in terms of quantities which

characterize E.



1.4. PARAMETERIZA IONS

The amplitude (1.9) differs from an amplitude for a compact world sheet in

one important way: through the classical action Sd, Z[X] depends implicitly on

the parameterization V. Any two parameterizations differ from each other by

diffeomorphisms of a circle, so at first sight it appears that we must fix an element

of Diff S1 for each boundary component of £ to make sense of Z.

In fact, the situation is more complicated. The parameterization V must be

chosen for each point in the moduli space of E, and for a generic surface, there is

no canonical way of comparing the parameterization for different points of M. We

must thus pick V for each point of M.; more precisely, we must specify a section

of a (Diff S1)* bundle (b is the number of components of 5E) over M.

We will see later that the crucial problem in sewing Polyakov amplitudes is the

determination of an appropriate parameterization for the boundaries being sewn.

Unfortunately, the meaning of such a parameterization is not well understood. In

the original paper of Cohen et al. [19] on the off-shell propagator, it was proposed

that one should integrate over all reparameterizations of the boundaries. Such

an integral is extremely hard to perform explicitly, however, and the resulting

expressions are intractable.

Redlich [28-29] has suggested instead that the choice of parameterization

should be viewed as a choice of gauge in a string field theory. This is an attractive

idea, and it has been verified in some special cases. In particular, we understand

a good deal about free string field theory, and a number of parameterizations of

the boundaries of the cylinder have been shown to give the same free string field

theory propagator in different gauges. For the interacting theory, the situation is

more complicated, however, since the choice of section described above depends on

the moduli space JA(H), which does not ordinarily appear in a string field theory.

It would be interesting to try to relate the change in the Polyakov amplitude

under a boundary reparameterization to the BRST charge Q. Ideally, it might be

11



possible to show that amplitudes with different parameterizations differ by (J-exact

quantities; this would relate reparameterizations to gauge transformations in the

BRST theory. So far, however, little progress has been made in this area.

1.5 T H E GHOST BOUNDARY TERM

One remaining feature of the amplitude (19) deserves discussion. So far in the

den vat ion, we have assumed that the ghost fields b and c vanish at the boundary

dE, This is certainly a reasonable assumption for physical amplitudes. But for

sewing to work, we will also need to admit amplitudes with nonvanishing ghost

boundary values. This is not surprising: if we consider the inverse of sewing,

"cutting,8* there is no reason to believe that the ghost fields should always vanish

at the curve along which we cut S.

For the scalar field X, we saw that Dirichlet boundary conditions for the de-

terminant (det A) came from the choice of Dirichlet boundary values — the spec-

ification of X — on dH. Correspondingly, Alvarez boundary conditions (1.7) for

the ghost determinant det P*P should come from the specification of bnt and c"

at the boundary. (For simplicity, I am being somewhat careless here about the

parameterization dependence of b and c, which is complicated by the fact the b

and c are not scalars, but tensors, with tensor transformations under reparameter-

izations. With a little work, the boundary conditions for 6 and c can be expressed

more precisely, but we will not need such details here.)

The ghost action in (1-6) is linear in 6 and c, so at first sight we might expect

no boundary contribution to the path integral: even with nonvanishing 6 and c, it

seems that the classical action should vanish. When we try to evaluate the classical

action explicitly, however, we find a problem. The ghost action

(1-18)

12



has no extrema. In fact, if we split b and c into classical fields and fluctuations,

b = ba + b'

= 0, (bu)nt = bnt, b'nt = 0

C=

= cR, c'n =

we find that

J h jntc'i (1.20)J
E

The last cross-term means that btf and c^ are not true extrema of the action: the

variation 6Sgh{b, c) does not vanish to first order.

The cure to this dilemma was first proposed by Birmingham and Torre [30],

who added a boundary term

S'gh = - 2 Jbntc* (1.21)

to the ghost action. With this addition, it is easy to see that

S* + S'gK = / VdKbiPcT -zJKtc* (1.22)

which no longer has a cross-term between the classical fields and the fluctuations,

but instead has a classical boundary contribution, as desired.

Actually, life is more complicated. For all but the simplest world sheet topolo-

gies, 6 has zero-modes hx (t = 1 , . . . ,dim.M(£)), which satisfy P^K1 = 0, hl
nt = 0.

The presence of these zero-modes has two implications:

1. Cd doesn't exist: J"E ^(Pcd) = 2 Sg^ht
nnc

n ^ 0, so Pcci cannot vanish.

2. bei is not unique: it is determined only up to terms proportional to the h1.

13



The first problem can be solved by denning Cd by

A ih (1-23)

which always has a (unique) solution. To deal with the second problem, we can

write 6 as the sum of three components,

bcl h <* = J b «ob =
(1.24)

"ct "• ab — I " " ab — v

We then find that

S9h + Sgk = / V~9Vab {Pc')ab + 2 / bnnc
n + 2Xi J h\nc

n (1.25)

As in the case of the scalar field, we can write the boundary contribution in (1.25)

in terms of a Greens function F",i,(x,x') for the differential operator P:

j bnncn = - J J &»tFU'Cn' (1.28)
8Z 0E

which has a structure much like the scalar boundary term (1.11). As for the

remaining term in (1.25) involving the 6 zero-modes, the path integral over 6 must

now include an integral over the Xi in (1.24), which will give a delta function

(1.27)

in the amplitude. We shall see later that this delta function, discovered indepen-

dently by Ohrndorff [13], is precisely what is needed to make the ghost contribution

to the amplitude sew correctly.

14



To summarize our results so far,

1. The path integral for a bordered surface can be evaluated fairly explicitly in

terms of well-understood quantities on its double.

2. Getting the correct region of integration, the moduli space of £, is hard.

3. All fields in the theory, including the ghosts, give boundary contributions to

the path integral; when zero-modes are present, these boundary contributions

become somewhat more complicated.

4. There is a huge "gauge symmetry" coming from the possibility of reparam-

eterizing the boundary curves, which is not fully understood.

2. Sewing Conformal Field Theories

Now that we know something about off-shell Polyakov amplitudes, we can ask

how to sew them together. The amplitude (1.9) is determined by the integrand, the

Polyakov measure, and the region of integration, moduli space. Correspondingly,

the problem of sewing naturally splits into two issues: how to combine measures,

and how to build up complicated moduli spaces from simple ones. In this lecture,

we shall address the first of these questions.

More precisely, we shall investigate what can be called "sewing at a fixed

conformal structure." We begin with a world sheet S with a given metric (or a

given conformal structure — as usual, the Weyl dependence cancels in the end),

and cut it along a dividing curve C to form a pair of new surfaces Si and E2

(see Figure 2). The metric on the original world sheet induces metrics on the

cut surfaces; for now, we hold these fixed, working at only a single point in the

moduli space of each surface. Observe that the parameterization of the curve C

determines parameterizations of the boundaries dJj\ and d^] there is no ambiguity

in the "gauge choice" at this stage.

Note that we could instead cut E along a nondividing curve — cutting open a

handle — to form a single new surface with two additional boundary components.

15



The generalization to this case is straightforward, but the notation is somewhat

more complicated; see [3] for details.

We can now attempt to reconstruct the Polyakov measure on £ from the mea-

sures on Ei and S2 by functionally integrating over the boundary values of the fields

along C Since the measure is made up of determinants and Greens functions, this

will require an understanding of the relationships between such quantities on the

two surfaces. The goal of this lecture is to outline the proof of such relationships

To understand what must be shown, consider a single scalar field with action

(1.1), with g now fixed. As before; the path integral over X can be performed,

giving

>e-S«W (2.1)

with a corresponding equation for £3- For sewing to hold, we must have

(2.2)

Substituting the expression (111) for the classical action into (2.2) and performing

the integral over X, we can see that (2.2) requires that

det A r = det AE, det AEj det(dft0n'GEl(x, x) + dnd^G^x, z')) (2.3)

Such a relation between determinants is far from obvious, but we shall see that it

is true.

The kernel 9n9n'Gs,(«,x') in (2.3) has an interesting interpretation which we

will find helpful later. Consider specifying X on dE%, extending this Dirichlet

boundary data harmonically to the interior of Si, and then calculating the Neu-

mann boundary data dnX for this extension. dndn'G(x, x') is then the map from

the original Dirichlet data to the corresponding Neumann data. Forman [31 ] calls

such a map between different boundary data a Poisson map; we will see that this

map occurs quite generally.

16



The full proof of relations like (2.3) is rather complicated, and will involve a

number of new concepts. The principles, however, are easy:

1 Look at the variation

£iogdet A = T16A A"1 = TrJAG (2.4)

2 Express GY, in terms of Gj^ and G%3: for x and x' on Si , for instance,

Green's theorem implies that

Gx(x,x') = C?Sl («,«') + Jdy
c c

(2-5)

2.1. GENERAL INGREDIENTS

Rather than restricting ourselves to the fields which occur in ordinary bosonic

string theory, let us consider a more general Gaussian conformal field theory, with

an action on Si of the form

• /
bLc (2.6)

where b € V~ and c € V+ are sections of vector bundles over Si and L: V+ —• V~

is a linear differential operator of order n. For now, let us assume for simplicity

that there are no zero modes, i.e., that L has no kernel or cokernel. The notation of

(2.6) suggests a standard b-c system, but we can also take 6 = c = X, for instance,

and L = — | A , to recover the scalar action (1.1). By considering such a general

theory, we can make our proofs somewhat simpler, although at the expense of some

added notation. The derivations here are sketchy; for details, see [3].

As in the scalar case discussed above, we must begin by giving boundary data

for b and c. To do so, we first introduce a projection ir of V+ onto the Cauchy data

(the boundary value and first TO — 1 derivatives) for c. A suitable set of boundary

17



data for c consists of half of its Cauchy data (e.g., Dirichiet data for a scalar field,

or the positive frequency part of a spinor field when L is a first order operator).

We label such a choice of boundary data by a capital letter, for instance A, and

define a new projection ITA of c onto its A boundary data. An associated projection

iri-A projects c onto the other half of its Cauchy data, and defines another set of

boundary data; if A denotes the Dirichiet data for a scalar field, for instance, then

the 1 — A data is the Neumann data.

We saw in the first lecture that the specification of Dirichiet data for X lead

to determinants of the Laplacian with Dirichiet boundary conditions A'jaj^ = 0.

A similar phenomenon occurs quite generally, arising from the separation of the

fields into classical extrema and fluctuations. We therefore define the A boundary

condition for L as the restriction of L to kerjr^; we denote the resulting operator

as LA

Given a choice A of boundary data for c, we must now determine suitable

adjoint boundary data for b. We again define a projection ir of b onto its Cauchy

data, and consider the functional

f(bL (2 7)

where W depends on the Cauchy data for b and c. We can now fix the adjoint

boundary data A* by the requirement that

(2.8)

The data A^ are adjoint to A in the sense that (L^)Ai = (LA)*. For the ghost fields

ba), and c* considered in the last lecture, for instance, bnt and cn are adjoint data

Note that if the fields b and c are identical, as in the scalar case, we must choose

self-adjoint boundary data, A = A^. For a scalar field, for example, W(irX,vY) =

Jc(—Xdny + YdnX)^ and both Dirichiet, and Neumann data are self-adjoint.

18



We next need a Greens function for L. Assuming that L :t is invertible, we

define the Greens function GA with A boundary conditions by

L GA = 1, G^lkerx, = 'IkeriM, *AGA = 0 (2.9)

With such a Greens function, we can harmonically extend boundary data c, that

is, we can solve the boundary value problem

Lc - 0 with vAc = c (2.10)

We thus have an extension map PA from c to its extension by Ly obeying the

relationships

LPA = 0, *APA = 1 (2.11)

It is not hard to show that such an extension map satisfies

PA*A = l~GAL (2.12)

2.2. BOUNDARY TERMS IN THE ACTION

We saw previously that for the bosonic string ghosts, the action (1-18) was not

adequate for a bordered surface; a boundary term had to be added. The same

is true for the more general action (2.6). Indeed, if we again write b = bd 4- b',

c — cd + c*, it is easy to check that S[b, c] = S[b', c1] + W(ir&c/> *<?)} so the classical

fields again fail to decouple from the fluctuations. To eliminate the cross-term, we

must add to the action (2.6) a boundary contribution of the form

(2.13)

We tnea find that

(5 + S O M = S[b',c'] - Wiir^b^rr^ACce) (2.14)

so the classical fields and fluctuations now decouple.
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For the bosonic ghost system, the boundary contribution (2.13) is precisely the

term S' h found in the last lecture. For the scalar field with Dirichlet boundary

data, S\ may also be present: if we write the action as 5 = -\ / £ XAX, we find

that Si = 5 J a E XdnX, so S + Si gives the standard action (1.1).

Finally, using the extension map P& we can write bd and c^ in terms of their

(specified) A and A^ boundary values b and c. This is the generalization of the

procedure which led to equation (1.26). We find

(S + Si)[b,c) = S[b\c') - TV(5,T1_i4P4c) (2.15)

2,3. SEWING MEASURES

The term in (2.15) involving W is the generalization of the rlassical action

(1.11) for the scalar field. Like (111), it is bilinear in the boundary data, with a

kernel involving a Greens function (implicit in the extension map PA) The map

TTI-APA *8> ' n fact, a Poisson map: it is the projection onto 1 — ̂ 4 boundary data

of the extension by L of .A boundary data. If we denote the Poisson map between

two sets of boundary data A and B by

(2.16)

we see that

J ( s + s ^ ± 1 { 1 _ j M c ) } (2.17)

where the sign in the exponent is negative if b and c are commuting, positive tf

they are anticommuting.

Equation (2.17) is the generalization of (2.1). For sewing to hold, the equivalent

of (2.2) must s*.ill be satisfied, with the integral now over b and c rather than A*.

To find the generalization of (2 3), we again integrate over boundary values. Since
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W is bilinear, the integral is Gaussian, and can be done explicitly. We find as the

condition for sewing

det LT, = det Z,El det Lz3 det{<j>l_AiA + 4\-A,A) ( 2 1 8)

where <f>1 and <j>2 are the Poisson maps for Ei and £2-

We now outline the proof of (2.18). First note that our sewing relationship

involves determinants on different surfaces, so a direct comparison is difficult. We

can avoid this problem, however, by considering the determinant on E to be a de-

terminant on the cut surface £' = E1US2, but with "sewing boundary conditions,"

i.e., with the entire Cauchy data of b and c continuous across C. (There is a minor

technical detail here: while we require that irA = irA, we need *\_A = ~ir\~A- The

relative minus sign comes essentially because the outward normals change direction

between Ei and E2; see [3]).

To proceed, let A and B be two arbitrary choices of boundary data. We first

note that by (2.12), <j>B,A<t>A,B = *BPA*APB = TB(1 - GAL)PB = vBPB = 1.

Hence an arbitrary variation of det <f>g,A 1S

Jlogdet <f>BtA = TT^]AS<f>BiA = TT*APB*B6PA (2.19)

Further, 5{LPA) = 0 = (SL)PA + L(SPA); acting on the left with GA, we see that

6PA = -GA6LPA (2.20)

We also note that GA is the inverse of LA, SO

6 log det LA = TTGASL (2.21)

Combining (2.19)-(2.21), we see that

£log(det <f>BtA det LA) = TT[GASL - TAPB^

(2.22)
-- Tr[GU - (1 - GAL){\ - GBL)GA\8L

= TTGBSL = 8 log det LB
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and thus, up to a possible overall integration constant,

det LB = det <j>B,A det LA (2.23)

This relation was first shown in a more special context by Fotman [31]

We now apply this general result to relate A boundary conditions to sewing

boundary conditions, irA = irA and fl"j_^ = — if\_A- These boundary conditions

come from boundary data given by the projection

\
(2.24)

then corresponds to L on E, while LA is L on Si U £2 with ,4 boundary

conditions. If we denote by P\ and P\ the extension maps for Si and S?, we find

the Poisson map

1 - 1 \ (2.25)

. 4*1-A,A $1- A,A J

det ^ , A = d e t ( ^ _ ^ ^ + 4\_AtA) (2.26)

Comparing (2.23) and (2.26), we have succeeded in proving the desired sewing

relation (2.18).

2.4. GENERALIZATIONS

Several generalizations of this proof are possible. First, although we have

considered only the partition function Z[b,c], it is not hard to show that arbitrary

correlation functions sew properly. Indeed, if we add source terms for 6 and c to

construct a generating function for correlators, the arguments of the last section
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can be repeated with minimal changes. By the same reasoning, sewing also holds

for theories with both quadratic and linear couplings, such as scalar field theories

with <i>R terms in the action.

The proof becomes somewhat more complicated if L or L* have zero-modes.

We have already seen this for the bosonic string ghosts; recall that the classical

action included a zero-mode term J hnn^, which must be generalized. The zero-

modes show up in a number of places in the analysis: the operator L is no longer

invertible, the Greens functions must be defined with appropriate projections onto

spaces of zero-modes, and, as in the bosonic ghost case, the classical field equations

either have an infinite number of solutions or none. Nevertheless, it is shown in [3]

that if we are careful to keep track of the zero-modes everywhere they occur, the

correct generalization of (2.2) still holds.

The procedure described here for sewing bordered surfaces is closely related to

the operator techniques of Vafa et al. [15-16] and Ohrndorf [14]. Operator methods

are normally applied to surfaces with punctures rather than finite boundaries. But

to define sewing, one must also choose a coordinate z in the neighborhood of each

puncture, and such a choice is equivalent to the choice of a parameterized boundary

curve \z\ = 1. The boundary data used by Vafa et al. at the punctures can then

be understood as coherent state (Atiyah-Patodi-Singer [32]) boundary data for the

sewing technique developed here.

Finally, a note for the experts. The relation (2.23) can be understood in terms

of determinant line bundles: it is in fact an isomorphism between determinant

lines, which is an isometry of the Quillen metrics.
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3. Sewing Amplitudes

We have now seen that the measures in the Polyakov path integral sew to-

gether properly at a fixed metric. While this result is reassuring, it is not terribly

surprising. The Polyakov measure is, after all, given by a path integral for a field

theory on £, and we certainly should be able to perform such an integral by first

integrating over fields with fixed values on the curve C and saving the integral over

these boundary values until the end. The harder question, to which we now tun^

is how to sew together the full amplitudes, complete with their integrations over

moduli space.

The basic issue is now how to construct the moduli space of a sewn surface

£ from the moduli spaces of its component parts £1 and £2. The dimensions

of the moduli spaces add correctly: dim(M(E)) = dim(«M(£i)) + dim(A4(E2)).

Unfortunately, this does not mean that the moduli of £j and £2 can serve as

moduli for E. There are three basic problems:

1. The moduli of £ depend on the parameterizations of the curves <?£i and dlj%

being sewn together. Indeed, if we cut E along C, reparameterize one of the

boundaries (say, c?£i), and sew £ back together with the new parameteriza-

tion, the generic effect will be to change the complex structure of E. This is

the two-dimensional version of Kodaira-Spencer deformation theory [33].

2. We are missing a modulus of E: the complex structure of £ depends not only

on that of Ei and £2, but also on the "twist" angle at which they are sewn

(see Figure 3a).

3. We have an extra "height" modulus: if we cut off a section of the neck around

3£i (i.e., an annular neighborhood of the boundary) and glue it onto $£2,

we will have changed the moduli of £1 and £2 without changing the complex

structure of £ (see Figure 3b).

The last two points are perhaps most familiar to physicists in Fenchel-Nielsen

or "length-twist" coordinates on Teichmiiller space [34]. In these coordinates, a
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surface is parameterized by lengths of geodesies in a constant negative curvature

metric and by twists along those geodesies. In sewing, the lengths of the two

geodesies being identified must be equal, so one length parameter is redundant,

while the extra twist must be put in by hand. As we shall see below, a similar

mismatch of coordinates occurs in the coordinates for moduli space based on the

decomposition of S into flat cylinders.

3.1. ELIMINATING LENGTHS

Let us begin with the third problem, the redundant length parameter. This

redundancy has a simple interpretation. A Polyakov amplitude for a surface with

boundary is analogous to a Feynman diagram in a quantum field theory with exter-

nal propagators. It is not surprising that in order to combine two such diagrams,

we must replace pairs of external propagators by single internal lines. This suggests

that the removal of the redundant parameter should involve the inverse propagator.

The propagator — the Polyakov amplitude for the cylinder — has been cal-

culated by Cohen et al. for the case of vanishing ghost boundary values. The

inclusion of a nonzero b and c is straightforward, and it is not hard to show (for

instance, by working with Fourier modes) that the inverse of the propagator is the

operator

V)2 +
1

where 7 is one of the boundary curves of the cylinder, with a parameterization

induced from the flat metric. Not surprisingly, H may be recognized as the first

quantized string Hamiltonian.

For the cylinder, it is fairly easy to show that

#7<r(A; X,b,c) = ~<r(\;X,b,c) (3.2)

where <r is the Polyakov measure (1.10) (with the ghost classical action now in-

cluded) and A is the modulus. EssentipJly the same relation holds for an arbitrary
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surface [4]: for any surface Ei with a boundary component 71,

);X,b,c)) = - Idt(nanb - tatb)

7i

(3.3)

where na and ta are normal and tangent vectors at 7. In other words, the action

of the inverse propagator on the boundary values at 7 is equivalent to a change in

the metric of Si . (See also [13] for a similar argument.) While such a relation may

seem surprising, it can be understood as the statement that the energy-momentum

tensor calculated in terms of canonical variables (i.e.) boundary values of the fields)

is the same as the energy-momentum tensor calculated by varying the metric.

In a neighborhood of 7 confonnal to a flat cylinder, the functional derivative in

(3.3) can be interpreted as the generator of the quasiconformal map which shortens

that cylinder. The inverse propagator thus does what we hoped: it truncates an

external cylinder, and thus removes a height modulus from the measure for Sj or

£2- To proceed further, however, we must identify precisely what cylinder is being

removed. This will require a detour into the theory of quadratic differentials on

Riemana surfaces.

3.2. QUADRATIC DIFFERENTIALS

The importance of quadratic differentials in string theory was first observed by

Giddings and Martinec [35]. A quadratic differential gives a natural foliation of the

string world sheet, providing a definition of time and a means of time-slicing. At

the same time, such a differential determines a Euclidean structure on the world

sheet, breaking a surface E into fiat cylinders joined along arcs at their boundaries.

Let us briefly review some of the theory of quadratic differentials [36-37]. A

holomorphic quadratic differential on a surface £ is a holomorphic (2,0)-form, i.e.,

a differential which can be written locally in the form 4>{z) = f(z)dz2. If E is

bordered, we require also that <j> be real on (?£; this ensures that 0 extends to the

double E.
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A horizontal trajectory of <f> is a curve along which 0 is real end positive. In a

coordinate patch in which 4>{z) = dz2, this is a curve Imz = const.; this equation

is preserved in the transition from one patch to another. Similarly, a vertical

trajectory is a curve along which <f> is real and negative. On the plane, horizontal

and vertical trajectories are simply horizontal and vertical lines; on a Riemann

surface S, they are (open or closed) curves which foliate the surface.

A critical trajectory is a horizontal trajectory which joins critical points, i.e.,

zeros, of <j>. A zero of order n will be the endpoint of n + 2 critical arcs, which

may all be segments of distinct critical trajectories or may include both ends of

a single trajectory (see Figure 4). A Jenkins-Strebel differential is a holomorphic

quadratic differential whose noncritical horizontal trajectories are closed on E, or,

if £ is bordered, are closed on the double of E.

It can be shown that the critical trajectories of a Jenkins-Strebel differential

(f> form a compact graph F which divides S into cylinders, called ring domains

(Figure 4). If 7 is a closed curve which wraps once around the ring domain R, R

is said to be of homotopy type [7]. Each domain R+ has a natural metric given by

|^(z)|; in this metric, R+ is a flat cylinder with some circumference a{ and height 6*.

A Jenkins-Strebel differential thus gives a decomposition of £ into flat cylinders.

Conversely, a collection of flat cylinders sewn together by boundary identifications

to form a Riemann surface determines a Jenkins-Strebel differential: simply take

<f>(z) = dz2 in the flat coordinates on each cylinder.

It is sometimes necessary to find Jenkins-Strebel differentials with specified

ring domains. To do so, we choose a set 5 of free homotopy classes of curves

{-yj} t = l , . . . , n } o n S which represent circumferences of the ring domains we are

interested in. Let us define the moduli space A4(H, S) of the pair (£, 5) as the space

of equivalence classes of surfaces under diffeomorphisms and Weyl transformations

which preserve the homotopy classes in S. M(E,S) is larger that the moduli

* If £ is bordered, its double will be divided into such ring domains; on E itself, some domains
may be strips — i.e., half-cylinders — rather than cylinders.
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space =M(EI), since we are not factoring out the diffeomorphisms which change the

homotopy classes fy], but it is smaller than the Teichmuller space

The known existence theorems for quadratic differentials then take the same

general form: given a set 5 and certain additional data, there exists a unique

Jenkins-Strebel differential with n ring domains of homotopy type [*fi] satisfying

conditions determined by the additional data. For example, Strebel [36] has shown

that as the additional data one may specify the heights k of the ring domains

Ri, or the ratios of their moduli (as cylinders). These data determine a unique

Jenkins-Strebel differential, whose ring domains give a decomposition of S into

cylinders with the chosen heights or ratios of moduli.

Given such a cylinder decomposition, one can reconstruct S by sewing the

cylinders back together. An existence theorem for quadratic differentials thus de-

termines a set of coordinates for M.(£, S). Note that there may be more than

one topologically distinct critical graph T allowed by an existence theorem; that

is, different points in the moduli space of S may be represented by topologically

distinct ways of sewing together the same set of flat cylinders. This means that we

actually have a cell decomposition of A<(S,5), with different cells corresponding

to different topologies of T [38]. Points in a cell are parameterized by the un-

prescribed data for the ring domains (e.g., the circumferences if the one fixes the

heights), together with the sewing data (the lengths and twists of arcs which are

to be identified) which determines how the cylinders are attached along F. Lower

dimensional cells appear when segments of T shrink to points, i.e., when two zeros

of the relevant quadratic differential coincide.

As an example of such a coordinate system, imagine specifying a single homo-

topy class [7] on S (see Figure 5). By a theorem of Strebel [36], there is a unique

Jenkins- Strebel differential <f> on S with a single ring domain of homotopy type [7]

with unit circumference. £ can thus be represented as a single fiat cylinder with

arcs identified along the boundaries. The moduli space A*f(S, [7]) is parameterized

by the height b of this cylinder, a twist parameter 9 which determines the relative
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orientations of its two boundary components, and a set of coordinates {m} which

describe the arc identifications. These latter arc identification coordinates can be

identified with the moduli of the noded surface E formed by shrinking 7 to a point

[39].

For 7 homotopic to a component of the boundary #E, the twist coordinate

6 is not needed. In this situation, the moduli space .M(E,[7]) is identical to the

ordinary moduli space M.{L). Indeed, the difference between M(T,, [7]) and .M(£)

is that in A4 (E, [7]) we do not factor out the difFeomorphisms which change the

homotopy type of 7. But if 7 is a boundary curve, any difFeomorphism of E takes

7 to itself, and thus does not change its homotopy type.

When &£> has two or more components {71,72, • • •}> there exists another useful

cylinder decomposition: E can be expressed as the union of two ring domains, of

circumference 1 and homotopy type {[71], [72]}- The existence of such a represen-

tation follows from an existence theorem for quadratic differentials suggested by

KerckhofF and proven in [5]. The moduli for E now consist of two cylinder heights

and a set of arc identification parameters. For three or more ring domains, no cor-

responding theorem is known, and there does not seem to be a natural coordinate

system for .M(E) in which more than two heights serve as coordinates.

3.3. SEWING MODULI

Having completed our detour into the theory of quadratic differentials, let us

return to the problem of sewing moduli spaces. Recall that we began by asking

what cylinder on a string world sheet was cut off by the inverse propagator. We

can now answer that question.

Let H act on the boundary component 71 of Si , and let <f>i be the unique

quadratic differential with a single ring domain of unit circumference and homotopy

type [71]. <f>\ determines coordinates for .M(Ei) consisting of a height b\ and a

set of moduli {mi} which describe the arc identifications. 4>\ also determines a

parameterization of 71: in a neighborhood of 71, we can choose coordinates such
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that <fi(zl) = ~ I ~^~) a n d use arg(zi) to parameterize 71. With this coordinate

system for moduli space and this parameterization of 71, it is not hard to see that

//7l = --jj- (3.4)

H thus generates the quasiconformal transformation which collapses the single ring

domain we have chosen to zero height, leaving a circle with a set of identified arcs;

its action on the Polyakov amplitude for Sj is

H-n J <ml(M{Hi);Xtl,c) = J *(*i)*E,(A<(Si);X,&,c) (3.5)

We can now sew Si to £2- To do so, we also represent £ j as a single cylinder

of unit circumference with boundary 72, with moduli 62 and {m.2} By attaching

our truncated surface £1 to 72, we obtain a sewn surface S s represented as a

single cylinder of homotopy type [7] = [71] = [72], of height 6 = 62, with arc

identifications parameterized by the moduli {mi,ma} (see Figure 6), These are

almost the coordinates needed to parameterize the moduli space A4 (£, [7]); we are

missing only the twist coordinate 6. But observe that our quadratic differential

<j>i did not really fix the parameterization of 71 uniquely: the coordinate z\ in

the neighborhood of 72 is determined only up to a phase. The choice of relative

phase between z\ and the corresponding coordinate 22 in a neighborhood of 72 is

precisely the twist coordinate we need.

To summarize, we have sewn together £1 and £2 by representing each surface

as a flat cylinder of unit circumference with arcs identified along boundaries. We

know how to sew cylinders; the procedure is unique up to a constant twist, which

becomes one of the moduli of the sewn surface. This leaves us with one extra

height — the sewn surface depends only on the sum 61 + 62 °f the heights of £j

and £2 — but we eliminate the redundancy by using the inverse propagator to set

b\ to zero. More symmetrically, we could apply H to both surfaces and sew by

inserting a propagator, but it is easy to see that the result would be identical.
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Our Jenkins-Strebel differential has thus provided an answer to the three prob-

lems raised at the beginning of this lecture. <j> determines the cylinder which must

be truncated to eliminate the extra length parameter; it provides a natural para-

meterization of dlu, up to a constant; and it determines the needed twist parameter

by the remaining ambiguity in that parameterization. Combining this analysis of

the moduli spaces with the previous results for sewing at fixed conformal struc-

ture, we can now sew together Polyakov amplitudes for the two surfaces £j and

S2 along boundary components 71 and 72. If we let Tg denote a twist by angle 8,

i.e., foTs(s) = f{s + 0), we see that

J[dX}[db][dc}( J

= J J[dX}[db}{dc)<T2(hArri2hXoT0M9,coT9) • ̂ (bi = 0,{mi}-X,b,c)

M(Efr])

= /

(3.6)

which is essentially the sewing formula we want.

The relation (3.6) applies if we are sewing two disjoint world sheets along a

single closed curve. It can also be generalized to the case of sewing two boundary

components of a single surface S. In that case, we can use the second set of

coordinates for moduli space described in the last section, based on the existence

of a two-cylinder decomposition of S. The argument is the same: applying the

inverse propagator to one boundary component eliminates the redundant length

parameter, the appropriate Jenkins-Strebel differential fixes the parameterization

of the boundary curves up to a constant, and the twist parameter is inserted to

account for the remaining ambiguity in the parameterization.

Now consider sewing two surfaces along some arbitrary number n of boundary
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curves. The obvious generalization of the procedure discussed here would require

a representation of each surface as a set of n cylinders of unit circumference, which

would then be identified in pairs after the appropriate application of inverse prop-

agators. Unfortunately, such a representation does not exist for n > 2: while it

is possible to specify the appropriate homotopy classes, the existence theorem for

quadratic differentials we would need is false. We can, however, proceed stepwise>

first sewing our surfaces along a single boundary to form a single world sheet, then

sewing boundary components of that world sheet two at a time. Such an iterative

procedure allows us to sew any combination of Polyakov amplitudes.

3.4. TROUBLES

We have now developed a procedure for sewing Polyakov amplitudes Unfortu-

nately, as it now stands, this technique has two serious drawbacks. First, observe

that the integral on the right hand side of equation (3.6) is over the moduli space

A^(S, [7]) rather than A4(£). This is too large a region of integration. The prob-

lem is exactly the same as that discussed in the first lecture when we investigated

the moduli space of a surface and its double. The sewn surface has a mapping

class group which is larger than the mapping class group of its components — dif-

feomorphisms which change the homotopy class of 7 exist on S, but not on Si or

S2 — and the region of integration A4(£) is consequently smaller than the region

naturally obtained by sewing.

Consider, for example, the genus two surface of Figure 7a. obtained by joining

two one-holed toil along 7. A Dehn twist around the curve S changes the homotopy

class [7]. If one cuts along the new curve obtained from 7 by this Dehn twist, one

obtains the two surfaces shown in Figure 7b, which are again topologically oiie-

holed tori. (This is not obvious, but stare at the pictures; or note that the double of

each component of Figure 7b is a genus two surface.) The world sheets in Figures

7a and 7b give identical contributions to the amplitude for the genus two surface,

leading to an overcounting in (3.6). By considering higher order Dehn twists, one
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easily sees that the moduli space of the genus two surface will be counted an infinite

number of times.

It may be that this problem is inevitable. In ordinary field theories, the con-

tribution of any given Feynman diagrams must be divided by a "symmetry factor"

to account for the overcounting of identical configurations. The overcounting of

moduli space in sewing may be an indication of the need for a similar factor, now

infinite, but still calculable (it is the volume of an appropriate quotient of the

mapping class group). Alternately, the equal contributions of Figures 7a and

7b may be a sign of a genuine new symmetry in string field theory which we do

not yet understand. Yet another possibility is that the overcounting reflects an

inadequate understanding of the measure in string field theory; in light cone string

field theory, where a similar problem occurs, it may be curable if the measure is

treated carefully [40].

A second problem with this sewing technique is more troubling. Equs on (3.6)

seems to no longer refer to the quadratic differential <f>. It is a relation between

integrals over moduli spaces, and the choice of coordinate for moduli space should

be irrelevant. This is, unfortunately, an illusion: the Polyakov amplitudes for Si

and E2 depend on boundary parameterizations, which are determined by <f>\ and

If these boundary parameterizations were determined once and for all, this

dependence would not be a problem — we would have a gauged-fixed theory, but

that would still be a major step forward. Unfortunately, the choice of quadratic

differential <f> is not fixed, but depends on what is being sewn to what. In the three-

holed sphere of Figure 8, for example, we choose one set of ring domains if we wish

to sew boundary 1 to boundary 2, and another if we wish to sew boundary 1 to

boundary 3. We thus have two Jenkins-Strebel differentials, and two parameteri-

zations of boundary 1. As Ohrndorf [12] has shown explicitly for the case of two

cylinders, the wrong parameterization will give the wrong integration region for

the sewn surface. It is as if we were trying to calculate amplitudes in QCD with a
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propagator in light cone and axial gauge, a three-gluon vertex in axial and Lorenta

gauge, and a four-gluon vertex in Loreutz and light cone gauge — we could still

write down Feynman diagrams, but only by mixing and matching our components.

The basic problem is that we do not understand the gauge symmetry which

underlies closed string theory. We are therefore stuck with peculiar gauge-fixed

quantities which disguise any fundamental structure. A better understanding of the

role of boundary parameterizations seems to be a prerequisite for further progress

in the sewing problem.

4o Vertices and Other Miscellany

Finally, let me say a few words about the implications of our sewing procedure

for string field theory vertices. It is widely believed that closed string field theory

should involve only a single three-string vertex. This is certainly the case in open

string field theory, where Witten's three-string midpoint interaction is sufficient to

reproduce all amplitudes. Open string amplitudes can be constructed by sewing

strips of unit width along the Witten vertex (Figure 9); an existence theorem for

quadratic differentials is then used to show that one obtains a single covering of

the relevant open string moduli space [41-42].

By analogy, we can study possible closed string vertices by examining the

sewing of three-holed spheres ("pairs of pants"). In particular, if we could find a

represention of the three-holed sphere as three flat cylinders of equal circumference,

we would have a good candidate for a closed string vertex. Such a representation

would imply the existence of a quadratic differential with three ring domains of

circumference 1 on an arbitrary three-holed sphere. Unfortunately, such an exis-

tence theorem is false. It is shown in [5] that the relevant cell decomposition of the

moduli space of the three-holed sphere consists of two highest dimensional cells,

while one cell consists of spheres which can be built from three flat cylinders of

unit circumference (Figure 10a), the other consists of spheres which must be built
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from two cylinders and a strip (Figure 10b). Only by combining both cells do we

obtain the entire moduli space of the three-holed sphere.

This means that the "generalized Witten vertex" obtained from Figure 10a by

collapsing the heights of the three cylinders is not sufficient to give the moduli

space of three-holed spheres. One can use the various known existence theorems

for quadratic differentials to search for other vertices, but no likely candidates have

been found. The one possible exception is the light cone decomposition of Giddings

and Wolpert [43], which is related to the covariantized light cone field theory of the

Kyoto group [44-45]. It is difficult to discuss sewing in such light cone coordinates

for moduli space, however: string circumferences which are arbitrary in simple

diagrams are promoted to moduli when these diagrams are sewn together, making

it hard to keep track of moduli.

One very interesting possibility, proposed by Saadi and Zwiebach [46] follow-

ing an idea of Kaku's [47], is that one may need a nonpolynomial theory, with

an infinite number of vertices, to correctly reproduce moduli space in string field

theory. This would make string theory more closely analogous to general relativity,

which is certainly nonpolynomial, and it might perhaps be an expected feature of

a theory containing gravity. Saadi and Zwiebach have explicitly constructed the

four- and five-string vertices which, together with the three-string vertex of Figure

10a, give the correct moduli spaces for the tree level four- and five-point functions.

A recent preprint by Kugo, Kunitomo, and Suehiro [48] suggests the generalization

to arbitrary tree diagrams. Such a nonpolynomial theory appears not to give the

correct moduli spaces for loop diagrams, but this may reflect an inadequate un-

derstanding of the string field theory measure rather than an incorrect Lagrangian

[40].

Where do we go from here? There are a number of important issues in sewing

which are not yet resolved. Most important among them, I think, are the question

of the role of boundary parameterizations and the search for new parameterizations

of moduli space. These two issues may be related: we have seen that the quadratic
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differentials which specify coordinates for moduli space also give particular bound-

ary parameterizations Progress on either of these questions would represent an

important advance ia our understanding of the structure of string theory.

FIGURE CAPTIONS

1) Moduli and Teichmuller spaces for the cylinder and the torus.

2) Sewing £1 to £2 along C gives the surface S.

3} The moduli of £ depend on a twist (3a), but a height parameter is redundant

(3b).

4) The critical graph V of a Jenkins-Strebel differential divides £ into cylinders.

5) X) can be represented as a single cylinder with arc identifications.

6) Sewing Ej and £2 as cylinders.

7) Cutting a genus two surface before (7a) and after (7b) a Dehn twist.

8) Different decompositions of a three-holed sphere into two ring domains.

9) Witten's open string midpoint vertex.

The closed string midpoint vertex (10a) and the remaining cell (10b) needed

to cover the moduli space of the three-holed sphere.
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